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Abstract 

This paper proposes a modified geometric decision tree algorithm using boosting process. Decision Trees are considered to be one 
of the most popular approaches for performing classification. Classification tree produced by decision tress are simple understand 
and interpret. This paper presents modifications for constructing geometric decision tree classifiers using adaptive boosting. In 
this algorithm tree is constructed using the geometric structure of data. The algorithm evaluates the best angle bisector (hyper 
planes) as split rule for decision tree structure. The multidimensional hyper planes help to builds small decision trees and gives 
better performance. Furthermore to enhance the performance, we proposed use an Adaptive Boosting method for boosting 
decision tree which will create multiple small geometric decision trees in the view of improving the performance of prediction in 
terms of accuracy, confusion matrix, precision and recall. The proposed modification to geometric decision tree is applied on 
standard data set from UCI repository. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Decision tree (DT) is one of the most important knowledge representation approaches which attempt to build a top-down 
model in a simplified subspace by projecting high-dimensional data down to a low-dimensional space. The process of 
projection is usually done by eliminating duplicated or redundant attributes or neglecting less important ones. 
Specifically, Splitting criterion in a tree is specified by selecting the best splitting value for the further split. In 
classification, DT model is used to increase the system prediction for classifying oncoming data. Decision trees can be 
broadly classified into two types: 
1. Axis – Parallel Decision Trees 
2. Oblique Decision Trees 
In an axis parallel decision tree, the split rule at every node is a function of only one of the components of the attribute 
vector. For example, at each node a test may do whether a chosen component of the attribute vector belongs to some 
interval. Axis parallel decision trees are mostly attractive when all features are nominal (i.e., take only finitely many 
values); in such cases we can have a non-binary tree where at each node we test one feature value and the node can have 
as many children as the values assumed by that feature. In general, axis-parallel decision trees 
represent class boundaries by piecewise linear segments where each segment will be a line parallel to one of the feature 
axes. Axis-parallel decision trees are good when the decision boundaries are actually axis parallel. However, in more 
general situations, we have to approximate even arbitrary linear segments in the class boundary with many axis-parallel 
pieces and hence the size of the resulting tree becomes large. 
The oblique decision trees, conversely, use a decision function that depends on a linear combination of all 
feature components. Thus an oblique decision tree is a binary tree where the hyperplane is associated (in the 
feature space) with each node. To classify a pattern, a path is followed in the tree by taking the left or right 
child at each node based on which side of the hyperplane (of that node) that the attribute vector falls within. Oblique 
decision trees represent the class margin as a general piecewise linear surface. Oblique decision trees are more adaptable 
(and hence are more popular) when features are real-valued. 
1.1. Commonly Used Splitting Criteria 
An overview of DTs and related works were presented in the previous section. Different criteria have been proposed in 
order to effectively split each DT node. As improving this criterion is the main innovation of this paper, we summarize 
here two commonly used standard splitting criteria, which are used in a variety of classification algorithms. 
1.1.1 Gain Ratio 
ID3 algorithm [3] uses entropy based information gain as the split measure to construct a DT as a classifier. The purpose 
of the algorithm is to reduce the height of the tree by decreasing the irregularity at each node. At first, the irregularity is 
computed for all the features as the following: 

                                                                                                                         (1) 
Where p(c) is the proportion of the data that belong to class C . Then, the feature which has the most gain ratio will be 
selected as the root of the tree. 
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                                                                                                                           (2) 
Where   is the remaining irregularity at all the classes when feature A were used and compute as the following 

 
                                                                                                 (3) 

This algorithm is just working on numerical data and can't handle with uncertainty or noisy data. C4.5, is the 
improvement of this algorithm and can also work with continues data. If the data is continues, first the data is sorted 
based on the desired attribute and then, the gain ratio is computed for every case that the sorted data can be classified. If 
the data is numerical the algorithm is the same as the ID3 algorithm. Pruning the tree is the most superior attribute of the 
C4.5 algorithm that prevents over fitting and removes noisy or missing data. 

 
1.1.2 Gini Index  
Gini Index is used as the split measure in SLIQ algorithm developed by the Quest team at IBM . The Gini Index is 
defined as: 

 
Where, p(c) is the relative frequency of cases that belong to class. Then the information gain is computed as:  

 

 
The feature that maximize is chosen as the splitting feature. G  
In this paper, a new splitting criterion to build decision trees is proposed. Splitting criterion in a tree is specified by 
selecting the best splitting value for the further split. In this paper a Multi-Class decision tree learning algorithm is 
presented, which is based on the idea of capturing, to some extent, the geometric structure of the underlying class regions. 
For this the ideas from some recent variants of the SVM method are used, which are quite good at capturing (linear) 
geometric structure of the data. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The Literature Review is given in Section 2. 
Section 3 presents the proposed Algorithm. We conclude this paper in Section 4. 

 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

Ref. 
No. 

Existing System Proposed System 
 

Remark 

[1] 1 Univariate decision trees test 
single attribute at internal node. 
The limitation to one attribute 
reduces the ability of expressing 
concepts, due to its disability in 
three forms. Splits could only be 
orthogonal to axes, subtrees may 
be replicated and fragmentation. 
Tree size is larger 

The system uses hyper plane 
that capture geometric 
structure of the class regions. 
At each node, found the two 
clustering hyperplanes and 
chosen one of the angle 
bisectors as the split rule.  
There is optimization problem 
for which the angle bisectors 
are the solution.   
 
 

This is new classifier that performs 
better than the other decision tree 
approaches in terms of accuracy, 
size, and time. 

[2]  Crisp decision tree algorithms face 
the problem of having sharp 
decision boundaries which may 
not be found in all real life 
classification problems.  

In this system With the given 
method, SG-FDT well 
overcomes 
drawbacks of G-FDT and it 
can induce real fuzzy trees. 
That 
is what G-FDT seldom can 
do. In addition, proposed 
algorithm 
outperforms  G-FDT 
algorithm in term of 
classification 
accuracy. 

It perform better than G-FDT in 
terms of accuracy 
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[3]  There are two drawbacks of 
Quinlan’s C4.5 when 
dealing with multi-class problems: 
the training speed will 
become slow and the classification 
accuracy will decrease 
Acutely. 

In order to improve the 
computational efficiency and 
classification accuracy of 
multi-stage decision tree, this 
paper 
proposes a new algorithm to 
solve multi-class classification 
problems. 

The system able to deal with multi-
class classification problems. 

[4]  When building a univariate 
decision tree, all the features and 
threshold values can be tested, and 
the most suitable one can be 
chosen. However, this method is 
impractical for multivariate trees 
due 
to the huge number of possibilities. 

A new family of algorithm 
called Cline that provides a 
number of methods to 
construct and use multivariate 
decision trees are presented.  

The algorithm implemented 
multivariate decision trees. It is 
smaller in size. 

[5]  ExTree algorithm produced trees 
with a large number of nodes, 
which reduces the 
Comprehensibility of the model. 

The new algorithm produces 
decision trees that have higher 
accuracy and higher fidelity 
than decision trees created by 
both C4.5 and ExTree. 
 

The algorithm produces decision 
trees that have higher accuracy and 
higher fidelity. 

 
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  
Our algorithm employs a strategy for assessing the hyper planes in such a way that the geometric structure in the data is 
taken into account. At each node of the decision tree, we find the clustering hyper planes for all the classes and use their 
best angle bisectors as the split rule at that node. This idea leads to small decision trees and better performance. We start 
with the given training data and decide on the “best” hyper plane, which is attributed to the origin of the tree. Then, we 
partition the training examples into two sets that go to the left child and the right child of the root node using this hyper 
plane. Then, at each of the two child nodes, we repeat the same process (using the appropriate subset of the training data). 
The recursion terminates when the set of training examples that come to a node is pure, that is, all these training patterns 
are of the same class or the depth of the tree is at a maximum set value. Then, we make it a leaf node and assign that 
class to the leaf node based on distribution of records in terms of class values. 
Once a decision tree is created, we need to improve the accuracy by using a famous Ada boosting algorithm. This 
combination of boosting with a geometric decision tree is not sought by the past and so this is a new contribution we are 
trying to put in. 
 
A. Process Summary 
We read the data from the file and divide the given training data into two matrices as training and testing data randomly. 
Provide this data as input to the GDT algorithm which finds the hyper planes, partition the training examples into two 
sets that go to the left child and the right child of the root node using these hyper planes. And finally we display the 
generated tree. 
Apply boosting algorithm which will create multiple GDTs in the view of improving overall accuracy of predictions. 
Calculate accuracy in terms of following measures 

1. Overall Accuracy 
2. Confusion matrix 
3. Precision 
4. Recall 
5. F measure 
6. Area under curve 

AdaBoost Algorithm: 
The algorithm proceeds in the following steps for a training data with given value of boosting 

1. Assign weights for each records as 1/n where n is total number of training records 
2. Generate next decision tree. 
3. Calculate error of decision tree and update the weights for each record. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 till total numbers of tree are less than given number of there are sufficient records. 
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Mathematical Model 
Set Theory Analysis 
 
1. Identify the input data set as 
S= {s1, s2, s3, s4…..} 
 Where 
    S - Input data set 
2.  Identify the data classes 
CL = {cl1, cl2, cl3, cl4….} 
Where  
   CL - The data class 
 
Process: 
Given a set of data points at a node, we find hyper-planes that have most of the data points of same class. Find the best 
hyper-plane to split the data. 
Let 
 C1 be the set of points contains points of the majority class 
 C2 be the set of points contains points of the remaining classes 
Let  
A be the matrix containing points of C1 
B be the matrix containing points of C2 
Let 
W1 be the first hyper-plane 
W2 be the second hyper-plane 
 

 
 

 
 
Where G = (1 /nt+) [A] T [A]. 
H= (1 /nt-) [B] T [B]. 
Let 
W3 be the first bisecting angle 
W4 be the second bisecting angle 
Such that  
W3 = W1 + W2  
W4 = W1 – W2 
Choose the angle bisectors having lesser Gini index G 
 

 
Where, 
 - Number of points in matrix A that goes to left child 

 - Number of points in matrix A that goes to right child 
  - Number of points in matrix B that goes to right child 
 - Number of points in matrix B that goes to right child 

 
4. CONCLUSION  
In this paper a new algorithm is design which creates multiple decision trees at each node of decision tree found two 
clustering hyperplanes and angle bisector as split rule. Based on this we create multiple decision trees by which we got 
average split value and it increases accuracy in terms of confusion matrix, precision, recall, F-measure and area under 
curve.  
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
1. Apply gradient boosting instead of adaptive boosting. 
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2. Introduce pruning process to remove the excess nodes created in the decision tree so that the generalization 
performance of the decision tree can be improved. 
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